LESSON #1

LET’S GIVE
PHYSICS a SPIN!
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Fidget template
(on the next page)
Sturdy cardboard
Marker
Scissors
Safety pin or pushpin
Toothpick
Hot glue G
Safety goggles (optional)
Three coins (dimes, pennies
or quarters – all the same)

G

= Grown-up step. Safety first!

THE CHALLENGE
Spinning “fidget” toys are hot!
How can you make your own – with just
a few simple household items?

PHYSICS CONCEPTS!
Angular momentum: This refers

served.” So your fidget, which emits

Ball bearings: Store-bought fidgets

to the rotation of an object – in this

energy as it moves, will keep rotating

have these small rolling devices

case, your spinning fidget. The more

around until some outside source

in the center. They reduce friction

force you add, the more it increases.

acts on it – like your finger or gravity.

– and make them spin a little bit

If nothing could stop it, it would just

longer than our DIY version.

Conservation of angular momen-

keep going! This is also known as

tum: Energy needs to be “con-

Newton’s First Law of Motion.
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SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURE

1
2

Print out your fidget template. Trace two copies of it onto cardboard
with a marker. Use one coin to trace out four circles. Cut out all six shapes
– very precisely. You want them to be perfectly symmetrical.
Put all three fidget shapes into a stack, template on top. Line up your
pin with the dot in the middle and wiggle down, so it makes a hole
through all three pieces. Push the toothpick through the holes to make
sure it’ll fit with some wiggle room.
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SEE IT IN
ACTION

4
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Watch Izzy, our STEM-loving
puppet, and her Michigan
Science Center friends Taylor
and Anna make their own
fidget spinner!
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Remove the toothpick and join the two fidget shapes together with hot
glue, matching up the shapes perfectly (and avoiding the hole area). If using cardboard with a pattern on one side, be sure those sides face out! G
Use the pin to poke holes through the centers of two of the circles you
cut out. “Sandwich” those two circles around the fidget shape. Push the
toothpick through all four pieces.
Very carefully, have an adult help you cut the toothpick “overhang”
sticking out of either side – as close as you can. Wear eye safety goggles
if you have them!
Cover the exposed toothpick “nubs” with the other two circles you cut
out, one side at a time, directly covering the other two circles.
One at a time, hot glue the three coins onto each of the three “propellers” of your fidget. Make sure they’re totally even. Then, once it’s cooled,
give it a good spin!

Cut me out!

G
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= Grown-up step. Safety first!
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KEEP ON
ROLLIN’

If you put skis on your car
instead of tires, it would move

much slower. This is because
it creates sliding friction rather
than the rolling friction of tires.

SKATEBOARDS
AND SCIENCE

Fidget spinners have a ball
bearing in the middle to reduce
friction so it can spin longer.

When you twist and turn on a
skateboard, the force of friction
is helping you. Friction slows
down movement when two
objects rub against each
other. The friction between
the ground and the wheels
on a skateboard lets you do
cool tricks!

TRIVIA TIME

DID YOU
KNOW?
Discover some fascinating
physics in everyday life.

TORQUE IT

To make your fidget spinner spin

ly stop, this is inertia at work. Your

YOU
SPIN ME
RIGHT ’ROUND

When air is pulled into a thunder-

is similar to slamming a door. The

body continues to move forward

storm, it flows in a curved path. This

closer to the hinge you are when

after the car stops moving, until

air is full of angular momentum, which

you push, the more force you

the seatbelt catches you.

increases the spin of the storm and

need to use.

BUCKLE UP
FOR INERTIA

When you’re in a car and sudden-

can turn it into a tornado.
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faster, you need to push on it as
far away from the center as possible, giving it more torque. This
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LEARN MORE

GREAT RESOURCES
Browse, read and tinker to keep that physics learning
going strong.
Thames & Kosmos

Physics4Kids

Physics Workshop

Explore the basics of motion, heat

With this set, kids ages 8-plus build

and thermodynamics, electricity and

36 different models – from a wind-

magnetism, light and modern physics

mill and two-speed crane to a Mars

with this kid-geared website great for

robot and pinball game – and con-

ages 8-plus.

Physics Workshop

duct experiments to learn the basics
of mechanical physics.

Why Matter Matters!

Motion at MiSci
Check out this hands-on gallery of

Basher Science: Physics:

exhibits to learn about the different prin-

Why Matter Matters!

ciples of motion. Play with simple ma-

By Dan Green • Ages 9-11

chines and see rotation, pendulums and

Young readers step into a world

gyroscopes at work. Be sure to show off

where physics concepts are unique

your strength by lifting 1,000 pounds –

characters that demonstrate and

with the help of a pulley, that is!

make subjects like gravity, magnetism, inertia and friction easier to
grasp – and much more fun.

Motion at MiSci
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SHARE THE FUN ON INSTA
Post a pic of your kiddo enjoying Virtual
Camp on Instagram using the hashtag
#MPCamp. Six lucky kids will score a $25
Amazon gift card – and get featured in
our Friday emails!

TEST YOUR SMARTS

PHYSICS QUIZ TIME
Don’t chew that No. 2! This quick quiz is just five questions about what kids learned after trying the experiment
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and using this guide to learn more – done in a few clicks.
Just for completing it, each kid gets one free general
admission to the Michigan Science Center AND a
pass to its all-new Toyota Engineering 4D Theater,
good Sept. 15-Dec. 31, 2017. Plus, one lucky kid wins
$1,000 for college!
So put on that thinking cap.

READY TO TAKE THE QUIZ?
6

Click here!

